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EFFECTIVE

MORALLY SOUND: BEST PRACTICES IN
ETHICS REPORTING HOTLINES.

When developing an ethics reporting procedure there
are several factors to consider while creating a strong,
effective program.
Like most initiatives, the program is most effective when
supported by the organization’s leadership. When
your company has cohesive code of conduct and
ethics policies, staunchly adhered to by management,
individuals will be more willing and more likely to report
suspicious activities.
Along with this, it is vital to acknowledge the fact that
the modern workplace is incredibly diverse, containing
a rich mix of backgrounds, cultures, languages, and
life experiences. A successful ethics reporting program
must cater to this diversity with as many languages as
appropriate, and allow for multiple and easy channels
for reporting, such as hotlines, online forms, or an
appointed coworker.
Most importantly, for the program to be effective,
employees must understand how the program works,
why it is important, and how they will be supported
if they come forward with information. This includes
providing solid examples of what behaviour is expected
of employees and what exactly warrants reporting. The
full spectrum of actions that warrant reporting (AKA
whistleblowing) is broad and goes beyond financial
misconduct such as fraud/misappropriation. Employees
need to know your organization’s stance on issues
such harassment, sexual harassment, theft including
time theft, substance abuse, workplace violence and
bullying, as well as how this conduct harms the company
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and employees, and the importance of reporting any
suspected improprieties.
Support for the reporting person is arguably the most
important aspect of an ethics reporting program. If
employees know they are supported, this can greatly
increase the number of individuals willing to report
wrongdoings. Employers also must realize that the
reporting person may face numerous risks—both real
and perceived—including feeling ostracized, losing
friends, or even fear of damaging their career. Having
said that, anonymity is the foundation of employee
empowerment and support.
Employees should be fully advised on all reporting
mechanisms available to file their concerns. Possible
communication methods may include telephone
hotlines, in-person reporting, online forms, and
dedicated email addresses or fax numbers, and
should be accessible 24-hours a day, 365 days a
year. Management can decide to employ an internal
or external hotline, using either in-house or thirdparty providers. This may include the costs of training,
operations, and technology². An external independent
third-party provider is always preferable simply because
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the employee may be reporting to the very person the internal
program reports into. Further, the real or perceived perception
that management may ‘look after their own’ is alleviated with an
independent third party.
Equally important, all reports made should be recorded and
retained, with file security that is tightly restricted and stringent.
Even individuals who identify themselves often value the potential
for anonymity and security. An openly communicated and fully
enforced anti-retaliation policy also provides a sense of security to
employees who fear the repercussions of reporting. Anti-retaliation
clauses explicitly state that there will be no reprisal for individuals
who use the ethics reporting program, and they clearly define what
this looks like.
Lastly, always consult with legal counsel before finalizing any ethics
reporting policy or program. This peace of mind for both you and your
employees makes for a strong sense of security and support. Employee
tips are the most common method of detecting occupational fraud
(over 60 percent of frauds are uncovered this way). A well-designed
program protects both you and your employees.
Research and information gathered from Security Magazine; and
Importance of Holistic Risk Mitigation Xpera white paper.
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